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XLD-A Walk through metal detector metal detector

Quick Detail:

1. 6 detecting zones
2. Aluminum Alloy frame
3. LED lamp indicates the alarming position
4. Counting the total people crossed and alarming times
5. Economic style
6. Alarm time adjustable: 0-25s, Alarm volume adjustable: 0-255, Alarm tone: 1-10.

Specifications:
Technical specifications:
Electric current: 220V
Power:<30w
Outer frame: 2200mm(h)X830mm(w)X580mm(d)
Outer frame: 2010mm(h)X700mm(w)X580mm(d)
Weight: 70kg
Work environment: -20℃- +45℃
Complied standards: GB15210-94

Description:

Function and characteristics:
Six independent zones: Allocation of six mutual over-lapping detecting areas, accurately ascertain the location
of the metal articles.



Alarm area indication: There is an instruction light in alarm area which equals to the height of a person on the
right side of the gate,and equipped sound, it is so clear at first sight that rapidly promote work efficiency.

Adjustable area sensitive: The maximum sensitivity can detect such metal as small as a clip. Each detecting
area has 255 sensitive gears, and can adjust sensitivity automatically, Predetermine the weight, volume, size
and location of the metal article, Eliminate the false alarm caused by coins, keys, jewelries and leather bell
buttons and so on.

Digital circuit: design prevents from missing alarm, and have strong anti-interference to outer surroundings,
the rate of the false alarm is controlled within 1%.

Password protection: The gate is protected with password, only en-powered person permitted to operate.

Statistic function: Intellectual rate of flow of passer and alarm counter can calculate the number Of passer and
alarm times.

Harmless to human body: Using sensitive metal detecting technology is harmless to heartbeat implement in
human body,
pregnant women, magnetic soft wares, tapes and video recording tapes.

Convenience in Installation: SUNLEADER series are systematic designs, need only 20 minutes to install or
dismantle, and equip VCD training disk and operation instruction with the machine.

Main Advantages:
Applying most advanced digital detecting technology in the world, XINLIDAHONG metal detecting gate is for
the detection of metal and alloy articles concealed in human body. It is highly safe, widely applicable and highly
sensitive with a wide detecting range and a good anti-interference capability. It can work intellectually around
the clock and give alarm both in sound and light simultaneously. The quality, effect and specifications are up-
to-date in the world.The sensitivity of XINLIDAHONG digital metal detecting gate is adjustable. In the highest
volume, articles as small as a paper clip can be detected and located. The user can configure the gate according
to the size and weight of the article for detection to exclude err alarm for coins, keys, jewelries, belt buckles etc.

Application places:
It is applicable in the places such as factories, mines, banks, luxuries houses etc., where expensive metal articles
may get lost easily; and places such as airport, customhouse, jails, exhibition halls, where dangerous metal
articles are prohibited.
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